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TPS: TPM 및 파일 가상화를 통한 개인정보보호
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Design and Implementation of an Automated Privacy Protection System
over TPM and File Virtualization
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요 약
본 논문에서는 TPM(Trusted Platform Module) 기반의 개인정보보호 자동화 시스템, TPS(TPM-enhanced
Privacy Protection System)를 제안한다. TPS는 클라이언트 내 저장된 문서 중 개인정보를 포함하는 문서를 주
기적으로 탐지하고 개인정보가 탐지된 문서를 암호화하여 서버에서 이를 관리하도록 하는데, TPM 기반의 키 관리
기법 및 클라이언트 시스템의 무결성 검증을 통해 비정상 상태의 클라이언트에 대한 개인정보 포함 문서의 열람을
제한하여 보안성을 높였다. 또한 개인정보가 포함된 문서가 암호화 되어 원격 서버에 저장이 되나, 사용자에게는 일
반 문서 접근과 동일한 사용자 인터페이스를 제공하기 위한 VTF(Virtual Trusted File) 인터페이스를 제안하고
이를 구현하였다. 이를 통해 TPS는 개인정보 탐지, 암호화, 원격 서버로의 저장까지의 일련의 과정을 자동 수행하
도록 하여 사용자 관점에서의 개입 없이 개인정보보호법을 준수를 자동화 하는 시스템을 구현하였다.

Abstract
In this paper, we propose the TPS (TPM-enhanced Privacy Protection System) which is an
automated privacy protection system enhanced with a TPM (Trusted Platform Module). The TPS
detects documents including personal information by periodic scanning the disk of clients at regular
intervals and encrypts them. Hence, system manages the encrypted documents in the server. In
particular, the security of TPS was greatly enhanced by limiting the access of documents including
the personal information with regard to the client in an abnormal state through the TPM-based
platform verification mechanism of the client system. In addition, we proposed and implemented a
VTF (Virtual Trusted File) interface to provide users with the almost identical user interface as
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general document access even though documents containing personal information are encrypted and
stored on the remote server. Consequently, the TPS automates the compliance of the personal
information protection acts without additional users’ interventions.

키워드: 개인정보보호, TPM, 접근 제어
Keyword: Privacy Protection, TPM, Access Control

managed with a lower security standards, which

1. Introduction

leads to leaks of stored documents within storage

Personal information protection act was

by decrypting the encrypted storage system

amended in 2015 as a reaction for the increased

through using the leaked key. It can lead to the

number of personal information leaks in Korea

leakage of stored documents in storage through

[1][2][3]. The personal information protection

decryption of the encrypted storage system, and

act of Korea consists of three main parts. The

leakage of

first act is that any document containing personal

documents containing personal

information can bring a legal issue. Therefore,

information must be encrypted [4]. The second

high security for managing keys for documents

act is that a document containing personal

containing personal information and security

information must be stored on an isolated storage

storage must be qualified.

area or unit [5]. At last, when deleting
documents containing personal information, the
deletion must be performed in such a manner that
cannot be recovered and deleted permanently
[6]. These legislative acts cause inconveniences
in managing documents containing of personal
information to administrators in charge of such
task. As our previous work, we have conducted
a research on a system, termed TEAM [7] to
resolve these inconveniences from the users’
perspective. Our previous work, TEAM, allows
users to comply with the personal information
protection act in regard to documents containing
personal information stored in clients’PCs.
However, the system requires high level of
security to the key management used in the
encryption algorithm when it comes to the
encryption process of documents containing
personal information. In result, it could be a

Fig 1. Comparison of TEAM system and TPS

cause of further leaks when encryption key is
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In this paper, we propose an automated

During the Unseal process, if the PCR which is the

privacy protection system enhanced with a TPM,

status value of client PC is checked and matched

termed TPS (TPM-enhanced Privacy System)

to a current value of PCR, it will conduct

as a remedy to solve the key management issue

decryption function. As such, we propose a

of TEAM. As shown in Fig 1., our previous work,

personal information protection system that is

TEAM, proposed software-based key management.

more secure than the TEAM system proposed in

TPS that is a system proposed in this paper

the previous work.

makes use of TPM to perform hardware-based
key

management

and

platform

This paper consists of five sections. In section

integrity

2, we describe the TEAM system that was used

verification for enhancing the security of the

in the previous study using TPM and TPS which

privacy protection system. Specifically, TPS

differs from the proposed system using TPS in

performs

and

this paper. Section 3 describes the implemen-

decryption through PCR (Platform Configuration

tation, structure, and data structure of TPS. In

Register) and Seal/Unseal function of TPM. The

section 4, we measured the delay time taken to

PCR is used as a value for integrity verification

view documents using TPS as a hardware and

of client system. The Seal has encrypted

software-based encryption in the previous study

documents

information

while measuring the time delay when viewing

through PCR value. The processes are performed

documents by file size. Section 5 is the

by hardware-based method and security is

conclusions of this paper.

hardware-based

containing

encryption

personal

enhanced in management of key since the key
uses the status value of the client system. In

2. Related Work and Concept of TPM

addition, if the hard disk stored with encrypted

As described above, in this paper, we propose

documents through Seal process moves to another

a TPS system that conducts hardware-based

computer system, decryption of documents

encryption to solve the key management problem

cannot be performed due to the differences

of TEAM, which is a system for providing

shown in PCR values. If the TPS encrypts the
documents

containing

personal

convenience of complying with the personal

information

information protection act proposed in the

through Seal function of TPM, the TPS sends and

previous research. However, a lot of related

stores them to an isolated storage server. After

works on the system for such key management

such process has taken place, the TPS deletes

and personal information have been conducted[8]

the original files from the client, and creates VTF

[9]. In this section, we describe TEAM system

(Virtual Trusted File) in the client PC. The VTF

and discuss related works. After that, we

is able to accesses documents stored in a storage

describe the TPM, which is a hardware-based

server of TPS and receives them from a storage

encryption used by the system.

server. Moreover, the VTF performs the Unseal
function which is a decryption function of the

2.1 Related Work

TPM from the client. It is applied to allow user to

Mowbray, et al [10] proposed a client-based

open documents containing personal information.

privacy management mechanism. They implemented
9
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a client-based privacy manager to reduce the

solved this problem by applying the encryption

risk of leakage of both important data and

process for personal information on the client

personal information. Before the user sends

side. In addition, there is a problem that high

crucial data and personal information to the cloud

security has to be applied from the server side

server, the privacy manager obfuscates and

for security of the data stored in the cloud

encrypts them. After that, the privacy manager

server.

sends them to the cloud server. The user

problems on the server side, there is a risk that

accesses documents through the web to view

user’s personal information may be exposed

them uploaded to the cloud server.

outside. However, in the TPS system proposed in

If data is leaked due to security

However, in case of the TPS proposed in this

this paper, as each data was encrypted and

paper, the user does not need to check whether

uploaded by using TPM as a hardware-based

the personal information is included in the

encryption of the client, this problem was solved

document. The agent of TPS automatically

through designing the original data to be

detects it so that user does not directly involve

recovered by the client even though the data on

in upload to the storage server. The TPS has

the server was leaked.

transparency because user can conduct the same

Rahumed, Arthur, et al [12] proposes a cloud

operation as using the existing client environment

backup system for configuring the safe backup

to view the documents stored on the storage

environment of data backup system using cloud

server by accessing with the VTF of the

storage activated in personal and enterprise

virtualization concept of the original document

computing environment. It performs the encryption

without accessing through the web.

and decryption process during data backup and

Ji, Yi-mu, et al [11] proposed a personal

ensures complete deletion of data. If a user

information protection solution. It is definitely

deletes a particular backup version or data stored

designed to differentiate security levels in

in the cloud storage, everyone cannot even

accordance with the security requirements of

access that data permanently. In case of this

users' personal information data stored in the

related work, there is an advantage that a safe

cloud system. Each security level is classified

and efficient environment can be configured when

into three levels such as high security level,

it comes to personal information protection using

intermediate security level, and low security

the data backup environment of cloud storage.

level. This solution provides the ability to store

However, in case of this related work’s

user's personal information more securely.

environment, there is a problem that vulnerability

However, when compared to the method

may happen in client environment before data

presented in this paper, the following differences

backup. In case of the TPS proposed in this

occur when it comes to security and efficiency.

paper, we have configured more secure personal

When the security of the personal information

information protection environment by configuring

stored in the client is processed by the server,

the data to be decrypted only in the PC of the

overhead such as key management occurs in the

same environment using Seal and UnSeal operation

server. The TPS proposed in this paper has

of the TPM.
10
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case of Unseal, when the PCR is encrypted with

2.2 Concept of TPM and how to use TPM

a specific PCR value through the Seal of the

in TPS

document, decryption is carried out by matching

TPM is a hardware-based security chip that

PCR value and AIK(Attestation Identity Key) as a

carries out encryption and key management

TPM built-in Private key. If the value of PCR

functions which was created by an international

match the value at the time of performing the Seal,

industry standard organization within computer

the decryption is performed as well.

operation and cyber security called TCG. It is

It conducts the encryption through the PCR

considered to be a standard function for a

value from TPM and the Seal function when the

security chip to solve a vulnerability of software-

TPS detects documents containing the personal

based encryption key management. The TPM

information through the agent. Furthermore,

functions are carried out for ensuring platform

Unseal function must be performed to decrypt

integrity, disk encryption, and encryption. The

documents containing personal information which

TPS, a proposed system in this paper, takes

the Seal function is conducted. As described

advantage of PCR and Seal technology of TPM

above, decryption is carried out if Unseal matches

[13].

the PCR value from the time when Seal was

The PCR stands for Platform Configuration

performed. It can enhance security for key

Registers, which records the state of all PCs

management and system integrity when both are

from BIOS to Boot as the value for integrity

properly used.

check for client system. Seal and Unseal function
conducts data encryption with TPM hardware
built-in key and assigned specific PCR value. In

Fig 2. Overall Architecture and Operational Flow of TPS
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with personal information protection act includes

3. Design and Implementation of TPS

'encryption', 'permanent deletion', and 'storing in

3.1 Overall Architecture of TPS

separate storage'. The encryption part of it was

The TPS is composed of agent in client, TPM,

carried out through hardware-based encryption

and VTF storage server. The implementation

in the TPM from a client. Documents containing

process of the system is divided into an Init

personal information are encrypted through the

process and a Usage process. In the Init process,

Seal function of TPM. At this precise moment,

the client agent retrieves the character string of

encryption is performed with PCR value. In

personal information stored with the client and

addition, the hash value and name of the

detects the character string containing personal

document are recorded using the Mapping Table.

information. Furthermore, the client agent

The encrypted documents are uploaded to the

conducts a process to ensure that the detected

storage server and the original documents in the

documents are encrypted and complies with

client have to be deleted by overwrite deletion

personal information protection act. After such

[14] in forensic style to limit any potential for

process has taken place, it is uploaded to the

recovery. The client creates VTF files in the

storage server to manage documents containing

client PC to access the documents stored on the

personal information. The VTF acts as a catalyst

storage server. This allows the client to request

to

personal

access to the documents through the VTF

information uploaded to the storage server and

following virtualization concept of the original

producing virtual document from the original

document.

access

documents

containing

document. In the Usage process of the TPS, a
document is provided to end user by using
decryption function of TPM after a user executes
VTF function to access the personal information
containing document stored in the storage server.
3.2 Message Transaction of Init Process
Init process shown in Fig 3. presents the Init
process of the TPS and it shows how the
documents are uploaded from the client to the

Fig 3. Message Transaction of Init Process

storage server. The client agent detects the
documents containing personal information in the

Fig 3. shows the Message transaction of the

storage location of the client PC regularly during

Init process to detect documents containing

the Init process. The process for detected

personal information in the documents stored

documents are then carried out by the agent to

from the client storage at the beginning of the Init

comply with the encryption and personal

process while complying with the personal

information protection act through the Seal

information protection act. As shown in Fig 3.,

function within the TPM. The process to comply

the client sends their session to the server in
12
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preparation for document transmission (Msg. 1-1).

agent verifies whether they are modified by

The storage server not only receives such

comparing the hash value of the documents from

request but also verifies the session while

the mapping table. It, then will perform Seal

sending a confirmation message to the client

process again as how it was done during the Init

(Msg. 1-2). The encrypted personal information

process to update the mapping table if it is

documents are uploaded, and the client can send

confirmed that the document has been modified.

a sealed document to the storage server
afterwards (Msg. 1-3 and Msg. 1-4). Following the
above process, the client conducts safe deletion
and VTF creation of the original document. If all
documents containing personal information are
sent to the storage server, upload completion
signal is sent to the storage server with the

Fig 4. Message transaction of the Usage Process

session (Msg. 1-5). The storage server completes
the Init process by confirming such and sending

Fig 4. shows the Message transaction of the

a termination confirmation message (Msg.1-6) to

Usage process. The Usage process sends the

the client.

access request message to the storage server
(Msg. 2-1) to view the original documents

3.3 Message Transaction of Usage Process

connected to executed VTF while the client user

Usage process in Fig 2. shows the Usage process

runs VTF during the entire process is taking

of TPS. If the user requests the documents by

place. The document request function order is

running VTF, it will perform document delivery

sent to the storage server with the client's

process from the storage server to the client.

session value and the requested document name.

Agent requests the viewing of document to the

The server receives above information and sends

storage server through the document information

the corresponding Sealed document to the client

of the VTF from the agent when the VTF from

(Msg. 2-2). Following the request process, the

the document requested is executed. The storage

client agent conducts Unseal function which is a

server sends the document in accordance with

decryption function to allow user to access the

the request made from the client and NFS. The

document. Once document modification by user is

client receives requested information and allows

completed, the agent extracts the hash value of

the agent to perform the Unseal process to

the document and verifies whether any modifi-

provide what was requested. The Unseal process

cation has been implemented by comparing to

functions to check whether information is

contained records in the mapping table of client.

matched with the PCR from current value of the

If it is confirmed that the modification has been

client PC when the Seal was implemented, and

made, the agent conducts Seal function in the

provides user with information by decrypting

same manner as the Init process. Furthermore,

stored information.

the agent uploads it to the server and carries out
the process of deleting the original document.

When documents are completed by users, the
13
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This concludes the access process to documents

We have compared to the TPS proposed in this

containing personal information stored in the

paper and system in the previous research in

storage server from the client.

terms of delay time. As for case‘α’, the delay
time was generally measured when the document

3.4 Implementation of TPS

was executed in Fig 5., and in case of‘β’, delay

The client implementation environment of TPS

time about process of the document execution

proposed in this paper was composed of Intel

was measured by performing decryption of

i5-4690 and 8GB DDR3 RAM, and was

AES[17] encrypted document. In case of‘γ’,

developed in 64bit window. The TPM in the client

TEAM system in previous study has accessed

is TPM 2.0 version. The server implementation

the document stored in the server. As to‘δ’,

environment of TPS consists of Intel i3-4370

after performing of both AES decryption and

and 12GB DDR3 RAM and the operating system

decompression, the delay time was measured

is Windows 64-bits version.

when the document was provided to the user. In

Encryption in the client has conducted the PCR,

all cases, it was measured by 1 KB document.

Seal and Unseal of TPM as a hardware-based

The measurement results are as follows. The

encryption. Deletion of original document was

case‘α’was measured at 146.879 ms and the

performed by overwrite deletion with Guttmann

case‘β’was measured at 182.758 ms. The

algorithm[15]. SHA-1[16] technology was imple-

case‘γ’was measured at 1019.6 ms and the

mented to extract hash values for documents

case of‘δ’was measured at 1242.93 ms. In

including personal information. NFS[17] technology

case of‘γ’, the delay time of the TEAM system

was applied to send and receive documents

is

between client and storage server.

decryption and delay time of document execution

approximately

five

times

higher

than

of case‘β’. Unlike the case‘β’and case
‘γ’was performed by additional functions such

4. Evaluation

as automatic input of decryption key and

4.1 Comparison to delay time of encryption

document compression. In case of‘β’, the user

operations

key input time was not measured. The previous
research system has advantage of providing users
with convenience by automatically complying
with personal information protection act.
In case of‘γ’, the delay time of decryption
and document execution in TPS proposed in this
paper was measured to be 200ms higher than the
delay time of c since it performs the process of
Unsealing using PCR which is a hardware-based
TPM. However, TPS has higher security than

Fig 5. Comparison of file execution delay time
for each system

TEAM system as the previous research when it
comes to key management.
14
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4.2 Measuring delay time of viewing file

5. Conclusion

by file size

In this paper, we propose the TPS (TPM-

When the VTF of TPS proposed in this paper

enhanced Privacy Protection System) which is an

is executed, the delay time until it is provided to

automated privacy protection system enhanced

the user by file size was measured and illustrated

with a TPM (Trusted Platform Module). TPS has

(Fig 6.). In case of 1KB, the delay time of

performed encryption of documents containing

1242.93 ms was measured and in case of 100

personal information and enhanced security

KB, the delay time of 1470.84 ms was measured.

regarding key and document leaks through PCR

In case of 1000 KB (1MB), the delay time of

as well as Seal/Unseal function of TPM. The

1966.89 ms was measured. In case of 5000 KB

original data can be decrypted only by the client

(5MB), the delay time of 2641.73 ms was measured.

system even though the data is leaked through

Furthermore, in case of 10000 KB (10MB), the

the TPM. A comparison test was performed for

delay time of 3849.47 ms was measured as well.

measuring performance in terms of delay time of
the TPS and conventional system, TEAM. As a
result, it was measured at 200 ms higher than
previous work, TEAM, due to the operational
overhead of Seal/Unsealing using the PCR of TPM.
However, TPS brings better security than TEAM.
Our further work will accelerate the detection of
stored personal information in the client through
the GPGPU and will provide an efficient mechanism for storage and user data processing through
server-side cloud environment configuration.
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